
 

Genealogical research, getting started (by James P. LaLone), rrev. 25 May 2015 –  

 

Some tips to make life easier and research more productive: 

 

1. There are many “how to” books out there on basic aspects of genealogy research. EVERYONE 

should read at least one. If your local library doesn’t have any genealogy “how to” books then try 

to get them by interlibrary loan. You must understand the basics and terminology of your craft. All 

your research cannot be done on the internet. 

 

A very few titles for basic research (even if they say American, a lot of the basics apply to all 

genealogy) are: 

     Val Greenwood's RESEARCHER'S GUIDE TO AMERICAN GENEALOGY (sometimes      

      referred to as the genealogist’s bible) 

 

     Norman Wright's BUILDING AN AMERICAN PEDIGREE, which is no longer in print but  

     very good so check your used book dealers.  

 

     THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO GENEALOGY, by Christine Rose & Kay Germain   

     Ingalls. 

     DIGGING FOR MY ROOTS, by Michael Scheier & Julie Frankel 

DISCOVER YOUR ROOTS, by Hugh Peskett 

FAMILY HISTORY FOR FUN & PROFIT, by Vincent L. Jones, Arlene H. Eakle & Mildred H. 

Christensen 

     KNOW YOUR ANCESTORS by Ethel W. Williams.  

     MASTERING FAMILY, LIBRARY & CHURCH RECORDS, by W. Daniel Quillen. 

     ORGANIZING YOUR FAMILYU HISTORY SEARCH, by Sharon DeBartolo Carmack. 

     SEARCHING FOR YOUR ANCESTORS by Gilbert H. Doane.  

     SHAKING YOUR FAMILY TREE: A BASIC GUIDE TO TRACING YOUR FAMILY'S  

     GENEALOGY by Ralph J. Crandall. 

     TRACING YOUR ANCESTRY by F. Wilbur Helmbold.  

     UNPUZZLING YOUR PAST by Emily A. Croom 

WALKING WITH YOUR ANCESTORS: A GENEALOGIST'S GUIDE TO USING MAPS 

AND  GEOGRAPHY, by Melinda Kashuba 

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO TRACING YOUR 

FAMILY HISTORY, by Megan Smolenyak. 

 

Computers: 

THE EVERYTHING ONLINE GENEALOGY BOOK, by Pat Richley. 

GENEALOGY BASICS ONLINE, by Cherri Melton Flinn. 

GENEALOGY PNLINE FOR DUMMIES, by Matthew L. Helm & April Leigh Helm. 

GENEALOGY ONLINE: RESEARCHING YOUR ROOTS, by Elizabeth Powell Crowe. 

GENEALOGY VIA THE INTERNET: COMPUTERIZED GENEALOGY, by Ralph Roberts. 

For Canada see- 

            THE CANADIAN GENEALOGICAL HANDBOOK by Eric Jonasson  

            TRACING YOUR CANADIAN ROOTS by Angus Baxter 

            GENEALOGICAL READER: NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES AND CANADA, by  

            N.E. Wright 

            TRACING YOUR ANCESTORS IN CANADA by P. Kennedy, J.M. LeBlanc & J. Roy 



           A CANADIAN DIRECTORY FOR GENEALOGISTS, by Louise St. Denis 

           LINKS TO YOUR CANADIAN PAST: v.1-Acadia & the Maritimes; v.2 Quebec; v.3 Ontario &  

           Western Provinces 

 

There are also specific “how to” books for other areas, ethnic or religious groups but start with the 

general stuff first. 

 

See also:  

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~gentutor/tips.html 
 

http://www.cyndislist.com/beginner.htm 

 

http://www.comportone.com/cpo/genealogy/articles/26tips.htm 

 

http://homepages.rootsweb.com/~bridgett/101a.htm 

 

http://home.iprimus.com.au/crothwell/Research.htm 

 

One of the pitfalls of genealogy is the various terms one may come across. A handy dictionary doesn’t 

have the word (i.e. no longer being used) or the definition doesn’t make sense (cool - not meaning cold, 

but meaning neat - not meaning tidy!). Well a little searching & reading on your part can often provide 

the answer. 

 

You should always read about any project you take on to learn proper procedures, terminology and 

what tools you will need. The same applies to genealogy. Most “how to” or beginning genealogy books 

have glossaries or at least define terms in the various chapters of the book. This is your starting point. 

See also: https://mmgs.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/genie-dictionaries1.pdf 

 

2. “Geneology” is actually spelled genealogy! However, in doing Google searches use both spellings.  

Learn how to use Google. http://www.google.com/ .  

See the “Google Genealogist” –  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUsaxTM7yrw 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HOARtRHv74 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fKI2v4cXls 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA957WsqO0w 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9UM9hGx7vE 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cggDf3nuZL4 

 

A lot of your questions can be answered by using Google rather then asking on the message board and 

forcing someone else to do it for you. Researching is that, you must find the material, not just ask 

questions on the message board for everyone to do your work. You must become a true researcher – 

like doing a term paper in school. You must also become a detective, puzzle solver and analyst as well 

as sometimes a lawyer. 

Another site which is very good on locating genealogy-oriented sites is http://www.cyndislist.com/  
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3. When placing a query on the various message boards/groups use dates or at least a time frame, 

locations or areas and wives’ names, especially maiden names. 

 

The purpose of these message boards is to share info, meet new relatives and extend the research. The 

less info given in a query will result in fewer answers. 

 

Also try and place your queries in the proper area. Asking what the placename of somewhere in Florida 

on the “Shipwrecks of British Columbia, Canada” message board is not the proper place. Try and be 

logical even though you are dealing with humans. 

 

Do not write your query saying “is it possible SMITH is an Indian name” Just about anything is 

possible. Word your query in a more productive way like: “There is a tradition of our SMITHs being 

Native American, they were residing in Flint in the 1850’s…” 

 

The generally accepted way to write queries is to put surnames in CAPS to make them stand out. 

 

Message boards archive all your messages so go back and see if someone has already asked the 

question.  

 

4. Please use appropriate punctuation in your queries and don’t run words or sentences together. I 

sometimes have to read a query as much as four times before I understand what is being said and asked. 

Don’t forget, some people reading our queries who have information may not be fluent English 

speakers and making our query more difficult to understand isn’t helping them or you. Great thing spell 

checkers, we just need to use them (this is my problem also). 

 

5. Learn to use your computer so it helps you to stay organized (something I am not!) You can place 

queries or bookmarks/favorites in files dealing with the particular name or area you are researching. It 

helps you find items more quickly. Get a genealogy program and enter your data. It is easier to print out 

family group sheets and lineage charts to give to fellow researchers who may be searching the same 

names. See: https://www.facebook.com/groups/organizedgenealogist/  

 

Always take an extra printout of your family you are researching with you to the library, just in case 

you meet a “cousin” there. You can give them a copy (make sure your name and address are on it). You 

would be surprised at research centers how many “relatives” you might meet. 

 

6. Awhile back a study was done on the genealogies posted on the internet and it was found to have a 

50% error rate. In looking up the genealogies done on my families I have found closer to an 80% error 

rate so beware of what you are copying, use it more as a guide. While you may be able to supply a 

reference for your work it does not mean you (or the reference) have documentation, these are two 

different items. Another great thing about computer genealogy programs is that most allow for 

sources/documentation. Another rule of thumb is you should be able to provide 3 sources or docs per 

event.  For example, the following sources can provide a date or year or at least a time period for a 

birth date or birth record (including delayed birth record): 

Birth record 

Baptism/christening 

Adoption record 

Bible record 

Census 

Death record 

Tombstone 

Cemetery/burial record 

Obituary 

Funeral memorial cards 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/organizedgenealogist/


Funeral book 

Probate records 

Regional histories & Who’s Who… 

Marriage record 

Military record 

Social Security record 

Pension record 

Organization membership records 

Occupation/employment records 

School records 

Medical/hospital records 

Diaries/memoirs 

Family correspondence 

Interviews 

Scrapbooks 

Photographs 

 

See also: CITE YOUR SOURCES: A MANUAL FOR DOCUMENTING FAMILY HISTORIES AND 

GENEALOGICAL RECORDS by Richard S. Lackey, editor 

 

EVIDENCE: CITATION AND ANALYSIS FOR THE FAMILY HISTORIAN, by  Elizabeth Shown 

Mills (there is also a Facebook site for this - https://www.facebook.com/evidenceexplained ). 

 

7. Join a local genealogy group and attend the meetings, by networking with the members you might 

find new relatives and or learn about sources or places to do research in your area. Or, subscribe to a 

genealogical publication of a group which is covering the area, religion or ethnic group you are 

researching. Many of these groups are publishing, translating and indexing various items which may be 

of interest but with no support (i.e. members) these projects will quickly go down the drain. 

 

See if there are genealogy classes being offered in your area, and also attend some genealogy seminars 

(again, a great way for networking). 

 

8. Be aware of the different genealogical publications available at your newsstands and check them out 

– these are your news sources for the genealogical world. They have notice of new publications, “how 

to” articles, evaluations of genealogical software, book reviews, descriptions of research centers, 

events, organizations, etc. 

 

Also realize that the internet is not the only place to find data on your ancestors, much has been 

published and is available at various libraries around the country that have genealogical collections, or 

find out where your local Family History Center is located (these are “branch libraries” of the 

Genealogical Library maintained by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints out of Salt Lake 

City, Utah). From them, various films and microfiche can be ordered in to do research, that may not be 

readily available in your area.  

 

The PERSI (Periodical Source Index) is a master index to genealogical and historical 

magazines/journals which can prove very, very helpful in researching names, areas and topics. This is 

found in both printed form and on-line. The GPAI (Genealogical Periodical Annual Index) is another 

similar source which appears in printed form. 

 

For more on using periodicals in your research see the file “Periodicals” in 

https://mmgs.wordpress.com/home/new-to-genealogy-tips-and-resources/ 

 

There are published bibliographies on various topics. These books are not necessarily in the genealogy 

section of your library but in the reference section and you should check them out when visiting. They 

contain references for all sorts of published material (even unpublished) which may contain 

information on your ancestors. This is one of the first things every researcher should peruse. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/evidenceexplained
https://mmgs.wordpress.com/home/new-to-genealogy-tips-and-resources/


Still another good source is the various sites that have free books for viewing or downloading – 

Googlebooks for example, archive.org, Allen Co., Public Library, Family Search, Heritage Quest. 

 

9. Eventually some of you will say in a query forum “I am just starting to do Native American /Dutch 

/African American /Jewish/…whatever genealogy”. The basics are the same, everybody is born, some 

marry and then you die. There are “how to” research books or articles in various publications for many 

religious or ethnic groups but the basics remain the same, so don’t panic. 

 

10. I very often have people ask me where did I find all the info I have gathered (other then the fact I 

have been doing it for 40+ years), I tell them I try and use the sources that are mentioned in the 

genealogical publications and “how to” books. I check out indexes and bibliographies, etc.  I have even 

just walked up and down the stacks in the library in the reference section, as well as genealogy & 

history sections, and have found lots of interesting tidbits. Not everyone thinks alike, so try and expand 

your horizons. It’s called researching!   

 

Start with yourself and work backward. Genealogy is both exciting and challenging. It forces you to 

analyze data, learn history, discover reasons why things are done the way they are, and just plain 

think. The world becomes smaller, people are more alike then different and life just isn’t all that 

logical. I like the statement that if genealogy isn’t fun then you are doing it wrong. 

 

Good luck in yours. 

 

 


